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Introduction
Solid-state lighting (SSL) has shown superior properties, such as improved energy efficiency and
reliability, compared to traditional lighting technology. In addition, the unique features of light emitting
diodes (LEDs) allow for precise spectral control and color tunability not available with other lighting
products. LED lamps and luminaires are available with the ability to be tuned from low to high
correlated color temperature (CCT), giving the appearance of warm to cool white light, respectively. In
addition, some LED lamps and luminaires offer full color tuning including monochromatic colors such as
red, green, and blue. One such category of color tuning is called “dim-to-warm”, where the white
appearance of the LED lighting system moves to a warmer CCT as the lighting level is dimmed. This class
of SSL products is designed to mimic the color appearance seen when dimming an incandescent lamp.
Dim-to-warm products are a growing sector of lamps and luminaires that provide the familiar attributes
of incandescent lighting, but in the energy-efficient and long-lifetime platform of LED lighting.
To address the challenge of understanding the product lifetimes for new advances in lighting
technologies, the SSL Program of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), together with the Next
Generation Lighting Industry Alliance (NGLIA), formed an industry consortium, the LED Systems
Reliability Consortium (LSRC), to coordinate activities and foster improved understanding of LED lighting
reliability. The LSRC has published three editions of LED Luminaire Lifetime: Recommendations for
Testing and Reporting,1 in which they reviewed studies intended to identify potential failure modes
unique to SSL technologies and provided additional understanding of the lifetime of SSL products. The
resulting conclusions were that the numerous subsystems and components in an SSL luminaire
introduce new potential failure modes that will affect, and may actually dominate, the determination of
system lifetime. In many cases, these failure modes are unique to SSL technologies and are not likely to
occur in older lighting technologies, which have entirely different failure modes (e.g., filament
breakage). In addition, the LSRC has published a document titled LED Luminaire Reliability: Impact of
Color Shift,2 which discusses the engineering aspects that influence color (chromaticity) shift in LED
lighting. Chromaticity shift in LEDs can occur due to degradation of the various materials in the package
construction including resins, encapsulants, and phosphors. In addition, optical materials in the lamps
and luminaires tend to yellow or discolor due to photo-oxidation effects, leading to chromaticity shifts in
the yellow direction. Work by the LSRC and other research funded by the DOE SSL Program is focused on
understanding the various degradation mechanisms in LED lighting systems to enable the development
of new models for system reliability that can be confidently understood, predicted, and communicated.
To address the challenge of understanding where reliability issues may occur with this newer class of
LED lighting products, a variety of dim-to-warm LED lamp products and form factors were examined.
Also, the attributes of the dim-to-warm LED lamps were compared with an incandescent lamp
benchmark. Major findings from this initial benchmarking study are provided in this report. A

1

2

LED Systems Reliability Consortium, LED Luminaire Lifetime: Recommendations for Testing and Reporting, Third Edition,
September 2014. Available: https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/01/f19/led_luminaire_lifetime_guide_sept2014.pdf
LED Systems Reliability Consortium, LED Luminaire Reliability: Impact of Color Shift, April 2017. Available:
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2017/04/f34/lsrc_colorshift_apr2017.pdf
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methodology to characterize performance and make assessments was developed and the common dimto-warm architectures were characterized.

White Tunable Luminaires
The ability to tune a light source between warm, neutral, and cool white is desired in a range of
applications, from supporting the human circadian system to changing the mood in a room, to
mimicking the changing color from natural light throughout the day. In recent years, white tunable LED
lighting systems have been available, which combine warm white LEDs (usually around 2700 K) and cool
white LEDs (usually around 6000 K) to provide a lighting system that enables tuning of chromaticity
values along the line between each of the two LEDs’ CCT values on the chromaticity diagram. Adjusting
the amount of current delivered to each of the two color channels, or ‘primaries’, will tune the overall
luminaire CCT along this tie line, as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram showing linear white color tuning for a system with 2700 K
and 6000 K CCT LED primaries. The red tie line shows the possible range of CCTs available for a system
with two white LED primaries.
White tunable luminaires consist of three main elements: (1) an LED array with at least two sets of LEDs
(i.e., the LED primaries) with different chromaticity values, (2) a driver to power the LED array, and (3) at
least one control signal, as illustrated in Figure 2. Each LED primary is typically composed of multiple LED
packages with the same nominal CCT arranged in serial and parallel configurations. The CCT of the
lighting system is determined by the current delivered by the driver to each LED primary, which is set by
the control signal. The combined operation of the LED arrays, driver, and control signal(s) allows the
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chromaticity value of the light to be changed or tuned within the limits set by the chromaticity values of
the individual LED primaries.
LED Array

Driver

Control Signal

Tunable Light Source
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the basic elements of a tunable light source.
Since the chromaticity values of the white LED primaries are near the black body locus, a CCT value can
be used to describe a change in the chromaticity value of the luminaire or lamp. For convenience, this
report will use the nomenclature of “CCT tuning” to indicate the chromaticity change. For white tunable
products to adjust the CCT while following the black body locus (a nonlinear curve) and fully reproduce
the emitted color behavior of incandescent technology, a third color channel is required to allow more
precise color control. An example of a white tunable LED lighting product that employs linear CCT tuning
is compared to a product that follows the nonlinear black body behavior during tuning
(Figure 3).3

3

DOE SSL Program, CALiPER Report 23: Photometric Testing of White-Tunable LED Luminaires, August 2015. Available:
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2018/09/f55/caliper_23_white-tunable-led-luminaires_0.pdf
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Figure 3. CIE 1976 chromaticity diagram showing examples of linear and nonlinear (black body) CCT
tuning. The exact curves will vary from product to product, but the key difference is that linear (twoprimary) systems can only produce chromaticities that are directly between the two primaries
chromaticity points, whereas products with more than two primaries can be used to create light mixes
that can follow the black body locus.3
Controllability is an essential part in white tunable LED lighting and depends upon the control signal and
the response of the driver. Typically in white tunable luminaires, the control system is designed so that
separate, independent drive signals are provided to each LED primary by a multichannel driver. The LED
drive signals are often generated by two or more power conversion stages in sequence. These power
conversion stages are based on common electrical circuits (e.g., buck, boost, flyback), and each is
operated by a control integrated circuit (IC).4 A schematic illustration of this system architecture for
white tunable luminaires is shown in Figure 4. The schematic shows the different control ICs, but details
of the power conversion circuits are omitted for convenience. Since each LED primary is controlled
separately, a switched-mode power supply is typically used to provide precise control over the output of
each LED primary.5 This system architecture requires control inputs for both CCT value and dimming
level, which are provided by the user usually through a wireless interface or a keypad. As a result, this
system architecture provides the user with substantial control over the lighting system, but at the cost
of greater system complexity.

4

5

Davis, L., Rountree, K., Mills, Athalye, P. 2018. Accelerated stress testing on single-channel and multichannel
drivers. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Energy. Available: https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2018/06/
f53/rti-ssl_multichanneldriver_initial-results.pdf
Davis, L., Rountree, K. 2019. Accelerated stress testing results on single-channel and multichannel drivers: Final
report. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Energy. Available: https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2019/08/
f65/ssl_rti_single-multi-channel_driver_final_0.pdf
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of a tunable lighting system operating with separate, independent
driver voltages to the LED primaries that are determined from the control signals.5

Dim-to-Warm Lighting
Dim-to-warm lighting is a subset of white tunable LED lamps and luminaires that was developed to
mimic the spectral behavior of incandescent lamps when dimmed. As an electrical current is applied to
the tungsten filament inside the evacuated glass bulb of an incandescent lamp, it produces a continuous
spectrum of light through the process of incandescence. The emitted spectrum produced by the
incandescent lamp changes as the filament becomes progressively hotter because more current flows
through the resistive element. A tungsten filament approximates a black body radiator and as such, the
spectrum produced by an incandescent lamp can be accurately described by the CCT. When a small
amount of current flows through the tungsten filament, the incandescent lamp emits radiation of
wavelengths mostly greater than 550 nm, and the CCT value is low. As the current applied to the
filament increases, the intensity of radiation emitted at wavelengths between 350 nm and 800 nm
progressively increases, resulting in higher CCT values. In contrast, LED packages generally maintain the
same CCT when dimmed as they exhibit at full power, unless specific architectures are created to
provide CCT changes upon dimming. Dim-to-warm products differ from white tunable LED luminaires by
incorporating an architecture to automatically change the CCT to a warmer value as the intensity of the
light is dimmed, imitating the behavior of incandescent lamps. White dim-to-warm LED lamps are not as
flexible in the CCT tuning range as white tunable luminaires, but the simplicity of achieving this chromaticity
change upon dimming is attractive for application areas such as restaurants, hotel lobbies and
guestrooms, ballrooms, theaters, and residential spaces.
Dim-to-warm LED lighting requires at least two different LED primaries, but usually only one control
signal (single channel) that adjusts both chromaticity and intensity simultaneously according to the
preprogrammed logic set by the manufacturer. It is often achieved by adding an array of LEDs with low
CCT values (e.g., 1800 K) to the main LED array with a higher CCT value representing the CCT of the
lamps at full power operation (e.g., 2700 K). These products typically operate with a system architecture
similar to that shown in Figure 5, where the electrical current provided to each LED primary is set by the
dimming level according to logic programmed by the LED lamp manufacturer. This architecture can achieve
a similar linear tuning approach to that shown in Figure 1, but over a more limited range of CCT values
as the chromaticity changes along the tie line between the two LED primaries. In the lower white CCT
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region of the CIE diagram, the linear tuning approach approximates the black body curve with
reasonable accuracy between 2000 K and 2700 K.

Control Architectures
In the simplest tunable LED light sources, such as dim-to-warm lamps, a single control signal (e.g., a
dimming voltage) is provided to the LED driver. Depending on this control setting, internal circuitry
within the driver activates different electronic circuits operating the LED primaries according to a
pattern that is determined by the preset circuit configuration. In this simple tunable structure, the LED
primaries are typically connected in parallel, as shown in Figure 5, and control of the current distribution
and forward voltages of the LED primaries between the parallel strings sets the CCT value. This
architecture is simple to implement but provides a limited range of source tunability.

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of a tunable lighting system operating with a single control input
based on dimming voltage.
The control signal that tunes the CCT value is determined by the circuit configuration, and a simple
control circuit can be made for each parallel string by combining a resistor, transistor, and LED packages
(which comprise a LED primary) in a serial configuration, as shown in Figure 6. The LED primary is the
light source, the transistor switches the current through the string on and off, and the resistor sets the
value of the current flowing through the string. The combination of the input voltage (Vin) and the
voltage drop across the resistor (VR) sets the voltage drop across the LED primary, and light is produced
only if this voltage is above the turn-on voltage of the LED primary.6 The switching transistors (e.g., Q1,
Q2) can be operated separately by applying a control voltage to each of their respective gates
(e.g., VG1, VG2).
The transistor gate control voltages are usually generated by control ICs through settings determined by
the dimming voltage. When an appropriate transistor gate control voltage is applied, the transistor will
switch to the on-state, conduct current, and the LED will produce light if the voltage applied to the LED
primary (e.g., VLED1, VLED2) is above the LED turn-on voltage. If little or no voltage is applied to the gate
6

Note: The turn-on voltage of a single blue LED is approximately 2.5 V. The turn-on voltage of an LED primary comprised of
multiple LED packages will depend on the serial and parallel configuration of the LED packages.
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(e.g., VG1, VG2 are close to zero), the transistor (e.g., Q1, Q2) is switched to the open position, no current
flows through that circuit branch, and no light is produced by that LED primary. This type of control
circuit allows the LEDs to be turned on or off at any point by changing the transistor gate voltage. The
exact tuning capability of such light sources is determined by the specifics of the circuit driving each LED
primary, which is set at the time of manufacture. As a result, this control system can take a single input
(e.g., dimming voltage) and provide tuning for both light level and CCT.

Figure 6. Schematic of a control circuit for a two-primary LED light source that incorporates a
switching transistor. When an appropriate gate voltage (VG1 and VG2) is applied to each transistor (Q1
and Q2), the LED primary will produce light if the LED voltage (LED1 and LED2) is above the turn-on
voltage.

Approaches to Characterizing Tunable LED Systems
Characterizing LED lighting products that can operate over a large range of possible light output
conditions presents a substantial challenge for measuring and communicating performance.
Organizations have approached the testing challenge of tunable LED lamps and luminaires differently,
depending on the purpose of the test data. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) published a
report titled Photometric Testing of White-Tunable LED Luminaires3 through the DOE CALiPER program,
which evaluates emerging SSL products by producing objective data that quantifies SSL technology
performance for understanding the current issues facing SSL deployment. The focus of this CALiPER
study was to understand the amount of testing required to properly characterize a white tunable
product. White tunable luminaires were tested at dozens of points covering the range of CCT tuning and
dimming levels, though the focus of this study was on full-intensity measurements, which were typically
at 11 color set points covering a range of CCTs. The results of the study revealed substantial variation in
input power, lumen output, efficacy, and Duv (distance from the black body locus) over the color-tuning
range for many of the products. Such a variation would not be captured with only a few test points. The
study concluded that testing will likely require at least five to seven measurement points to provide a
reasonable characterization.
Design Lights Consortium (DLC) is an organization that develops SSL product qualification lists to
promote high-quality, energy-efficient lighting products in collaboration with utilities and energyefficiency program members and manufacturers. DLC has performance eligibility requirements for both
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white tunable products and dim-to-warm products, which products must meet to be included on the
DLC SSL Qualified Products List (SSL QPL).7 White tunable LED lighting products require additional testing
across the color-tunable range for the following settings: (1) minimum CCT input control setting, (2) the
maximum CCT input control setting, (3) one intermediate point between the minimum and maximum
CCT input signals, and (4) the least efficacious product setting. Testing must be conducted at the highest
lumen output setting available for that CCT setting. Dim-to-warm products, on the other hand, must be
tested and meet all DLC technical performance requirements only at the maximum output for the
product. They do not need to meet the performance requirements at other input control settings, i.e.,
when they are dimmed below full output.
For the dim-to-warm assessment completed in this LSRC study, a methodology was developed to
evaluate different architectures and dimming behavior. The goal was to devise a methodology for dimto-warm products and later expand it to a broader range of product types including scene switching and
full color tunability. To date, the majority of the testing done by other organizations (see above) was
done at the full power state of the luminaires, not the dimmed state. For this exploration, the following
questions were investigated:
•
•
•
•

How many power levels should be measured?
How can CCT versus light output be evaluated at the fully powered state versus dimmed state
consistently for the different dimming control architectures in the products studied?
How should the impact of varying dimmer technologies on the performance of the dim-to-warm
LED lighting products be evaluated?
How should reliability be determined on these products with multiple power settings?

The first two items were explored in this report, and the last two items will be explored in future reports
on the dim-to-warm technology evaluation.

Dim-to-Warm Lighting Study
The focus of this LSRC evaluation is to benchmark the initial performance of dim-to-warm lamps to
understand where the reliability issues may occur in these products. Topics that are included in this
report are evaluating the different architectures for dim-to-warm behavior and assessing the dimming
performance of the various architectures.
A selection of commercially available dim-to-warm consumer lamps was procured and tested in this
study by RTI International.8 Several different lamp form factors were selected with different LED source
types, as listed in Table 1 and shown in Figure 7.

7

8

Design Lights Consortium: Testing and Reporting Requirements for Color-Tunable Products, March 26, 2018. Available:
https://www.designlights.org/default/assets/File/Workplan/DLC_Testing-Reporting-Requirements_Color-TunableProducts_8-31-18.pdf
RTI International is the trade name of the Research Triangle Institute.
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Table 1. Dim-to-warm commercially available lamps tested in this study. The lamp performance
characteristics are summarized from the product specification sheets.
Lamp ID

A
B

(a)

Lamp Type
A-lamp
(standard style)
A-lamp
(filament style)

Light Output
(lumens)

Input Power
(Watts)

CCT
(K)

CRI

800

9.5

2200 - 2700

80

800

8.5

2200 - 2700

80

C

Candelabra

345

5.0

1800 - 2700

90

D

Candelabra

450

5.5

2200 - 2700

80

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Images of the dim-to-warm lamps listed in Table 1; (a) Lamp A, (b) Lamp B, (c) Lamp C, (d)
Lamp D. (Not shown to scale.)

Sample Preparation and Testing Procedure
For this initial evaluation, the optical assembly for the dim-to-warm LED lamp was removed to expose
the LED packages and to observe the LED light emission behavior during testing (tracking when the LEDs
with different CCT values would turn on/off during dimming). The filament style lamp was left intact
because the LED sources could be observed directly through the clear outer glass.
The initial testing protocol was to operate the LED lamps at three settings:
•
•
•

High current (highest CCT value, no dimming)
Low current (lowest CCT value, deep dimming)
Medium current (CCT value variable, moderate dimming)

The intent of these selected test settings was to ensure that the LEDs experience maximal changes in
temperature and maximal changes in CCT if possible. As explained below, the number of LED primaries
that are active depends on the device architecture. At the highest current setting, either one or two LED
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primaries switch on; at the medium current setting, both LED primaries turn on, but usually at different
current levels; at the lowest current setting, only one LED primary operates. In determining the dimming
levels, the high current setting was the maximum output (i.e., 100% power and no dimming applied),
the medium current setting was approximately 50% of the maximum power, and the low current setting
was the value when only the low CCT primary operated, typically between 10% and 25% of the
maximum power (depending on the driver architecture).
Several methods were used to measure each device under test (DUT). Each lamp was operated using a
Wink wireless control system with a Z-Wave dimmer. The DUTs were dimmed using a Z-Wave wireless
smart lighting control lamp module that is compatible with the Wink Hub. The Z-Wave dimmer is a phase-cut
dimmer and different dimming signal behavior was observed for the different lamps in this study as shown in
Appendix A. The lamp dimming levels and on/off cycles were programmed through the Wink App, where
the activity was monitored. Full photometry was performed in a calibrated 65″ integrating sphere. Spectral
power distributions (SPD) obtained in the integrating sphere were used to calculate color fidelity (R f) and color
gamut (Rg) metrics according to the TM-30-18 technical memorandum.9 Flicker measurements were obtained
by placing a small integrating sphere over each DUT lamp and recording flicker with a handheld spectral
flicker meter operating under computer control. The software of the flicker meter was modified to allow
sufficient measurement times required for some temporal light artifacts (TLA) metrics, as described
elsewhere.10 All photometric measurements were obtained on as-received dim-to-warm LED lamps with no
further modifications. Power measurements were performed with a two-channel power analyzer and include
the Z-Wave dimmer losses. The thermal properties of each DUT were monitored with thermocouples
(attached to the DUT base) that were interfaced with a data acquisition controller. The details of the
measurement equipment are listed in Appendix B.

Incandescent Lighting Benchmark Results
A typical 60 W incandescent lamp was dimmed using the Wink wireless control system with a Z-Wave
dimmer, as described above. The photometric and electrical data for the incandescent lamp and the
corresponding normalized SPD are provided in Figure 8. These measurements demonstrate that the CCT
of an incandescent lamp declines in a smooth, continuous manner as the lamp is dimmed. In addition,
the lamp produces a progressively warmer color with dimming, as indicated by an increase in the
centroid wavelength of emitted light.

9

10

Illumination Engineering Society (IES) and American National Standards Institute (ANSI) joint standard TM-30-18. V2.00 of
the TM-30-18 calculator was used in this analysis.
Leon, F.A. et al. 2018. Characterizing Photometric Flicker: Handheld Meters. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Energy.
Available: https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2019/04/f61/characterizing-photometric-flicker_nov2018.pdf
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10%

50%

100%

Lumens

2.1 lm

318 lm

798 lm

System Input
Power

9.1 W

40.8 W

58.8 W

0.2 lm/W

7.8 lm/W

13.6
lm/W

uʹ

0.3375

0.2723

0.2605

vʹ

0.5401

0.5309

0.5264

Rf

97

100

100

Rg

102

100

100

CCT

1664 K

2496 K

2744 K

Centroid l

720 nm

680 nm

668 nm

Luminous
Efficacy

Figure 8. The lamp flux, efficacy, chromaticity point, color quality metrics, and CCT values for a typical
incandescent lamp are listed in the table at three input power levels. The normalized SPD for different
input power levels is shown in the graph on the right. Note: the input power listed reflects the entire
system including the Wink Z-Wave Dimmer and DUT.

Dim-to-Warm Lamp Test Results
The dim-to-warm LED lamps evaluated in this study consisted of at least two LED primaries containing
parallel strings of LED packages with varying phosphor mixtures to provide distinct CCT values. The LED
primaries were powered at different times and current levels during the dimming cycle to adjust the CCT
to warmer values as the lamp was dimmed. During the dimming cycle, the power levels where each LED
primary turns on/off changes between lamp models and driver designs, which presents a potential
challenge for reliability assessments. In general, the LED primaries are powered according to the basic
architecture shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, although there was some variation between products and
manufacturers.
In this study, the input power was reduced to observe the range where one or both LED strings were
active and producing light, as described in the previous section. The luminous flux, efficacy, chromaticity
point, color quality metrics, CCT, and centroid wavelength were recorded at each setting upon dimming.
These values are listed in the tables associated with Figure 9, 10, 11, and 12 for each of the products
tested. Images of the lamps showing when the different LED primaries power on/off in each of the
products are also shown in these figures.
Two main approaches to dim-to-warm performance were observed in this evaluation. The first scheme
consisted of two LED primaries set to the end point chromaticities of the lamp performance range. One
LED primary had a larger number of LED packages (necessitating a higher turn-on voltage) that operated
at approximately 2700 K and provided the light output at the maximum power setting. The second LED
primary had a lower number of LED packages that operated at 2200 K, which can be switched off at high
currents. This scheme turned on only one LED primary at the high and low voltage settings (i.e., the CCT
end points), but turned on both LED primaries at intermediate voltages. To illustrate further, at full
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power operation (no dimming), the 2700 K CCT primary provided all the light output, since the low CCT
primary was switched off, but as the lamp was dimmed, the 2200 K primary turned on so that both LED
primaries provided light in varying proportions when at moderate dimming level. Once the dimming
dropped below 10–25% (depending on the product model), the 2700 K LED primary turned off, since the
voltage was below the turn-on voltage for the LED primary, and the light was only emitted from the
2200 K LED primary. The exact power level, as a percentage of full power, when each LED primary was
turned on/off varied between lamp models, but the same concept was followed, with the high CCT
primary on at full power, both LED primaries on at moderate dimming, and only the low CCT primary on
during deep dimming.
The second scheme also involved two different CCT LED primaries in the light source, but the CCT tuning
methodology differed from the first scheme in that the chromaticity of at least one LED primary was
outside the performance range of the lamp. The lower CCT LED primary was the end point chromaticity
of the lamp’s dimming range at approximately 1800 K; the high CCT LED primary had a higher CCT value
than the lamp’s maximum CCT operating point of 2700 K. In this scheme, the driver turned on both LED
primaries at full power and kept them on during moderate dimming, albeit at different current levels.
The amount of current to each LED primary changed as the lamp was dimmed, allowing proportionately
less light from the high CCT primary, and proportionately more light from the low CCT LED primary. At
deep dimming, the transistor controlling the high CCT primary turned off and the only light output was
that generated by the low CCT LED primary. In both dim-to-warm schemes detailed here, the high CCT
LED primary turns off with deep dimming. The dimming percentage at which this occurs varies between
different lamp products and driver architectures.
The normalized SPDs of the lamp at different dimming settings are included in Figure 9, 10, 11, and 12
for the various levels tested. Normalized SPDs provide a quick indication of the relative spectral changes
and are useful to follow these changes in the light source at different dimming levels. For the products
evaluated, the deep dimming levels have a large broad peak centered in the shallow red wavelength
range at approximately 620 nm and the blue LED pump peak at approximately 455 nm. This represents
the spectra of the low CCT LED primary. At moderate dimming levels, another peak emerges near 520
nm coming from the high CCT LED primary, and the peak intensity continues to strengthen at full power.
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1-10%

off
10%

50%

100%

46.8 lm

507 lm

815 lm

System Input
Power

1.6 W

6.5 W

10.0 W

Luminous
Efficacy

29.2
lm/W

78.0
lm/W

81.5
lm/W

uʹ

0.2918

0.2601

0.2595

vʹ

0.5354

0.5278

0.5282

Rf

84

85

85

Rg

98

95

94

CCT

2175 K

2745 K

2758 K

Centroid l

610 nm

589 nm

589 nm

Lumens

11-86%

87-100%

Figure 9. Images of Lamp A (A-lamp standard style LED lamp) with the plastic lens removed to show
which LED packages emit light at different power levels (listed as a percentage value of full power).
The LED lamp flux, efficacy, chromaticity point, color quality metrics, and CCT values are listed in the
table at three input power levels. The normalized SPD for different input power levels is shown in the
lower right graph. Note: the input power listed reflects the entire system including the Wink Z-Wave
Dimmer and DUT.
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Off

15-35%

25%

50%

100%

88.1 lm

513 lm

819 lm

System Input
Power

1.9 W

5.4 W

8.1 W

Luminous
Efficacy

46.4
lm/W

95.0
lm/W

101.1
lm/W

uʹ

0.2951

0.2694

0.2619

vʹ

0.5367

0.5283

0.5266

Rf

84

85

83

Rg

94

93

92

CCT

2129 K

2558 K

2713 K

Centroid l

608 nm

593 nm

588 nm

Lumens

36-56%

57-100%

Figure 10. Images of Lamp B (A-lamp filament style LED lamp) show which LED filaments emit light at
different power levels (listed as a percentage value of full power). The LED lamp flux, efficacy,
chromaticity point, color quality metrics, and CCT values are listed in the table at three input power
levels. The normalized SPD for different input power levels is shown in the lower right graph. Note:
the input power listed reflects the entire system including the Wink Z-Wave Dimmer and DUT.
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Figure 11. Images of Lamp C (candelabra lamp) with the lens and optics removed to show which LED
packages emit light at different power levels (listed as a percentage value of full power). The LED lamp
flux, efficacy, chromaticity point, color quality metrics, and CCT values are listed in the table at three
input power levels. The normalized SPDs for different input power levels is shown in the lower right
graph. Note: the input power listed reflects the entire system including the Wink Z-Wave Dimmer and
DUT.
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Figure 12. Images of Lamp D (candelabra lamp) with the lens and optics removed to show which LED
packages emit light at different power levels (listed as a percentage value of full power). The LED lamp
flux, efficacy, chromaticity point, color quality metrics, and CCT values are listed in the table at three
input power levels. The SPD for different input power levels is shown in the lower right graph. Note:
the input power listed reflects the entire system including the Wink Z-Wave Dimmer and DUT.
The color tuning algorithm of the control circuitry in dim-to-warm LED lamp products moves the
chromaticity linearly, approximating the black body locus from a CCT of 2700 K to the warm dimming
end point of 1800 – 2200 K (depending on the product). This dimming near the black body curve allows
the LED lamps to emulate the general dim-to-warm behavior of incandescent lamps. The chromaticity
change across dimming levels was measured for all the lamp products and compared in Figure 13. The
dim-to-warm behavior allows LED lamps to provide strong energy savings while retaining the desirable
aesthetics that is the hallmark of incandescent technology.
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Figure 13. The chromaticity points (u′ and v′) of the dim-to-warm LED lamps are plotted on the 1976
CIE diagram. The behavior approximates the black body curve as the lamps are dimmed from a
starting point of approximately 2700 K to between 1800 – 2200 K, depending on the product model.

Incandescent and Dim-to-Warm Lighting Comparison
Dim-to-warm LED lamps are intended to emulate the warm dimming spectral characteristics of
incandescent lamps, while also delivering the high-energy efficiency of SSL technologies. As expected,
the luminous efficiencies of the SSL dim-to-warm lamps are significantly better than that of the typical
incandescent lamp (compare Figure 8 to Figure 9, 10, 11, and 12). However, there are several key
differences between the performance of the incandescent lamps and dim-to-warm technologies.
Dimming a typical incandescent lamp produces a smooth change in the CCT value, from 2744 K at 100%
power to 1600 K at 5% dimming (Figure 14). Only Lamp C was able to emulate the general shape of the
incandescent dimming curve, albeit at lower CCT values. The CCT value of Lamp C at 100% power was
2631 K, while the value at 5% dimming was 1754 K. Further, the CCT value of Lamp C barely changed
below 20% dimming, which contrasts the behavior of the incandescent lamp. Even greater differences
were found for Lamps A, B, and D, where the CCT value for these lamps remained near the same CCT
value for a significant portion of the dimming range. The CCT values of Lamps A, B, and D then
transitioned to the lower CCT value in a relatively narrow dimming range (typically less than 30% of the
total dimming range).
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Figure 14. Comparison of the measured CCT values as a function of dimming level for the lamps
examined in this study.
An examination of the change in centroid wavelength, as a function of dimming, is shown in Figure 15
and provides additional details on the dimming nature of these lamps. The centroid of the emission peak
of the typical incandescent lamp increased continuously from 668 nm to 723 nm as the dimming was
decreased from 100% to 5%, a change of 58 nm. While Lamp C exhibits a somewhat similar shape in the
emission peak centroid, the range of change was much smaller, starting at 597 nm (100% dimming) and
ending at 624 nm (5% dimming), a range of 27 nm. In addition, the centroid wavelength of Lamp C
changed by less than 4 nm when the dimming was changed between 5% and 25%. For lamps A, B, and D,
there were sharp changes in the centroid wavelength as the two LED primaries were changed. Most of
the changes in their emission peak centroids occurred between the dimming levels of 20% and 50%.
Further changes in centroid wavelength of Lamps A, B, and D outside this dimming range were small
(i.e., <1 nm).
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Figure 15. Comparison of the change in emission peak centroid as a function of dimming level for the
lamps examined in this study.

Electrical Characteristics of Dim-to-Warm Lamps
Different driver architectures present different sets of performance trade-offs, with cost and form factor
restrictions of the lamps further limiting the choices available. Instead of simply dimming the light
output from a single LED primary, the driver needs to adjust the relative brightness of the two (or more)
LED primaries to maintain the chromaticity near the black body curve while dimming. For each product,
this behavior is preset by the manufacturer through the circuit design and the programming of the
control ICs or logic circuits. Meeting the lighting performance requirements (luminous flux, efficacy, and
chromaticity tuning) along with the cost and form factor required in these consumer lamps, make it
difficult to simultaneously maintain good electrical properties (e.g., TLA level, high power factor, high
efficiency) at all settings of the control (i.e., dimming) voltage.

Flicker and Temporal Light Artifacts
Dimming an LED lamp can increase or induce the fluctuation of luminance with time and can cause
visible effects to the observer, such as flicker or stroboscopic effects. TLA is a broad term to cover
multiple effects such as flicker, stroboscopic effect, and phantom arrays. Flicker is the perception that a
light source is varying in intensity with time, when neither the viewer’s eyes, nor the light source, nor
the objects in the lit space are moving.11 Flicker can be observed at light modulation frequencies up to
around 80 Hz. Stroboscopic effect is the perception that the brightness of a moving object is changing in
intensity as it moves through the lit space, when the eye is not moving.11 Stroboscopic effect is seen
from frequencies near 80 Hz up to around 2000 Hz in typical office environments. TLA can also be
11

CIE Technical Note 006:2016, Visual Aspects of Time-Modulated Lighting Systems-Definitions & Measurement Models,
2016.
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invisible to the conscious observer, though they can still have biological effect that can impact wellbeing
by causing ailments such as headaches, visual impairment, or in extreme cases, epileptic seizures. Flicker
and TLA may occur at higher frequencies of 100 to 150 Hz that the eye may not consciously register, but
the brain can still detect and react to it, potentially with negative consequences.
Flicker is not unique to LED lighting; all light sources exhibit some flicker. While flicker is seen in all
lighting sources, the common observance of flicker in dimming LED lighting is due to driver design, which
makes it an important topic to monitor in new product designs. For indoor applications, such as an office
or educational environment where individuals are exposed for a length of time to artificial light while
performing complex tasks, low flicker may decrease eye fatigue and be beneficial for migraine sufferers.
Photometric flicker is typically periodic, with its waveforms characterized by variations in amplitude,
average level, and frequency.12 The waveform characteristics can be used to calculate two metrics to
quantify flicker: Percent Flicker and Flicker Index, as defined by the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES)
in RP-16-1013 and illustrated in Figure 16. Percent Flicker, calculated on a scale of 0–100%, is the more
common metric since it is easier to calculate, but Flicker Index, which ranges from 0–1, has the
advantage of being able to account for differences in waveform shape. The lower the percent flicker and
flicker index, the less a source oscillates or produces perceptible stroboscopic effects.

Figure 16. Periodic waveform characteristics used in the calculation of flicker metrics: Percent Flicker
and Flicker Index. Modified from IES Lighting Handbook, 10th Edition.12
The TLA values and power factor behavior were measured for the four dim-to-warm lamps explored in
this study at the dimmer settings and hardware used to measure the lighting performance
characteristics. Power factor is the ratio of the real power used by an electrical circuit to the apparent
12

13

DOE Building Technologies Office SSL Technology Fact Sheet: Flicker, March 2013. Available:
https://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/ssl/flicker_fact-sheet.pdf
IES RP-16-10, Nomenclature and Definitions for Illuminating Engineering, 2010.
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power flowing into the circuit, whereas the TLA characteristics of the light source are often set by circuit
design, especially when the values of the capacitors in the LED drive circuit are too low.
While Percent Flicker and Flicker Index are common metrics, they do not fully describe the
characteristics of TLA since they are both based on analysis of one cycle of periodic waveform. Percent
Flicker and Flicker Index do not distinguish between flicker and stroboscopic effect, nor do they account
for the fact that human impact depends on both frequency and the wave shape of a light source. The
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) evaluated studies of flicker and wrote
recommended ranges of low-risk and no observable effect level for flicker percentage as a function of
frequency as defined in the IEEE 1789-2015 standard14 (see Figure 17). This standard focused on health
risks from flicker, so it is more conservative than evaluating visibility alone. While this standard provides
a simple metric, it is hard to evaluate complex waveforms, does not account for wave shape, and does
not account for low duty cycle (dimming).
A newer standard was developed by National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) to address
the shortcomings of IEEE 1789-2015. NEMA 77-201715 uses the metrics Short-term Flicker Indicator (Pst)
and Stroboscopic Visibility Measure (SVM) to evaluate TLA for a light source. Pst is used to measure the
visible flicker that is caused by light modulation in the 0.3 Hz to 80 Hz frequency range. It handles time
differently than Flicker Index (1 cycle) and Flicker Frequency (cyclic patterns), by addressing ﬂuctuations
in the light wave over time (calculated according to a statistical process over a 3-minute observation
interval) and it is based on human perception studies. The International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) developed a flicker meter method to predict the visibility of light modulation from voltage
fluctuations in electrical power system. IEC 61000-4-1516 specifies a flicker meter that simulates the
behavior of an incandescent lamp perceived by an average observer, and IEC 61000-3-317 defines the
maximum levels of voltage disturbances that electrical equipment may generate on the mains voltage. A
flicker meter is composed of several functional blocks which simulate a 60 W incandescent lamp
(reference lamp) and the human perception system (eye-brain model). IEC/TR 61547-118 adapts IEC
61000-4-15 to be used with light sources of any technology.
SVM assesses the stroboscopic effect that can occur with moving objects and light modulation in the
frequency range 80 Hz to 2,000 Hz. IEC TR 6315819 describes an objective stroboscopic effect visibility
(SVM) meter that can be utilized for performance testing of lighting equipment under different

14

15

16

17

18
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Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, “IEEE Std 1789-2015: IEEE Recommended Practices for Modulating Current
in High-Brightness LEDs for Mitigating Health Risks to Viewers,” 2015.
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, “NEMA 77-2017 Standard for Temporal Light Artifacts: Test Methods and
Guidance for Acceptance Criteria,” 2017.
International Electrotechnical Commission, “IEC 61000-4-15: 2010, Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Part 4-15: “Testing
and measurement techniques. Flickermeter. Functional and design specifications,” 2010.
International Electrotechnical Commission, “IEC 61000-3-3:2013, Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Part 3-3: Limits.
Limitation of voltage changes, voltage fluctuations and flicker in public low-voltage supply systems, for equipment with
rated current smaller than or equal to 16 A per phase and not subject to conditional connection,” 2013.
International Electrotechnical Commission, “IEC TR 61547-1:2017, Equipment for general lighting purposes. EMC immunity
requirements. Part 1: An objective light flickermeter and voltage fluctuation immunity test method,” 2017.
International Electrotechnical Commission, “IEC TR 63158:2018, Equipment for general lighting purposes – Objective test
method for stroboscopic effects of lighting equipment,” 2018.
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operational conditions. Calculating the SVM from a light-intensity waveform requires at least 1 second
of data with a minimum sampling frequency of 4,000 samples per second.
At the detectability threshold, which is Pst = 1 or SVM = 1 according to NEMA 77-2017, an average
human observer in a population has a 50% probability of detecting the artifact. A lower value means the
effect is less likely to be noticed, and a higher value means the effect is more likely to be noticed. A
comparison of the different TLA metric limits, including IEEE 1789 and NEMA 77-2017, is shown in Figure
17. This chart shows the thresholds for modulation % (or flicker percentage) as a function of frequency.
The challenge with comparing the different metrics with Figure 17 is that modulation % as a function of
flicker is not reliable since it does not consider duty cycle. A two-dimensional comparison of the flicker
metrics is not precise enough, unless all the waveforms are sinusoidal.

Figure 17. Comparison of TLA threshold limits for flicker percentage versus frequency as defined by
the shaded regions derived in the IEEE 1789-2015 standard and the magenta (1) and lavender (3)
curves from the NEMA 77-2017 standard. A few other organizations have also developed threshold
limits such as ASSIST (from the Lighting Research Center) and the California Title 24 Building Code. 20
Note: this plot does not consider duty cycle in the comparison of metrics.
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N. Miller, “Flicker: How to Avoid It, Test for It, and Fix It” DOE Booth Presentations at LightFair International, Chicago, IL,
May 2018. Available: https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2018/05/f51/lfi2018_miller_0.pdf
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The TLA behavior upon dimming varies greatly between the various dim-to-warm lamp models as shown
in Figure 18 and Figure 19. The tested lamps had flicker frequencies of 120 Hz caused by the ac power
mains, a behavior that is similar to incandescent lamps. The flicker percentage and flicker index across
dimming levels was best for Lamp B (A-lamp filament style lamp). Lamp A (standard A-lamp) showed
reasonable flicker values at full power and deep dimming levels, but a jump in flicker in the moderate
dimming range was observed. The stroboscopic visibility measure (SVM) and short-term flicker indicator
(Pst) show similar general trends as the flicker index and flicker percentage. Lamp A showed lower SVM
values at full power and deep dimming levels, but a jump in the probability of detecting an artifact was
observed in the moderate dimming range. Lamp B showed low SVM values, which decreased with
dimming level. In both lamps, the SVM values were below the recommended threshold of 1 at all
dimming levels. The Pst value for Lamp A was lowest at full power and increased at dimmed states,
whereas with Lamp B, the Pst value decreased as dimming increased. Though the behavior of Lamps A
and B varied, all values were below the recommended thresholds of 1 for short term flicker indicator.
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Figure 18. Temporal light artifact measurements for the Lamp A (standard A-lamp) and Lamp B
(filament-style A-lamp) bulbs are shown in the graph. The resulting flicker percentage, flicker index,
stroboscopic visibility measure (SVM), and short-term flicker indicator (PST), in addition to the power
factor, are listed in the table. The filament style exhibits the lowest flicker metrics across the dimming
range. Note: the input power and power factor listed reflects the entire system including the Wink ZWave Dimmer and DUT.
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Figure 19. Temporal light artifact measurements for Lamp C and Lamp D (candelabra bulbs) are shown
in the graph. The resulting flicker percentage, flicker index, stroboscopic visibility measure (SVM), and
short-term flicker indicator (PST), in addition to power factor, are listed in the table. The candelabra
lamps display a wide range of TLA behaviors in either part or all of the dimming range tested. In
particular, no flicker could be reliably detected for Lamp D at 25% dimming and below. Note: the
input power and power factor listed reflects the entire system including the Wink Z-Wave Dimmer
and DUT.
The candelabra style Lamp C had more TLA than the A-lamp models (Lamp A and Lamp B), which may be
due in part to the limited space available for the capacitor on the LED supply voltage line. Lamp C
showed high flicker levels across the entire dimming range tested, and the SVM values were higher than
the recommended threshold of 1 across all dimming levels. The PST values for Lamp C were highest at
deep diming levels but remained below the threshold across the dimming range. Lamp C showed values
above the TLA threshold for flicker and stroboscopic effects across dimming range for all metrics except
Pst. This lamp performed outside the recommended values for IEEE 1789 and NEMA 77-2017 standards.
The flicker performance of Lamp D was significantly better at all dimming levels. The flicker performance
was excellent (0.5%) at high dimming and increased slightly to 7.5% at moderate (e.g., 50%) dimming,
but well within acceptable limits. No flicker could be reliably detected for Lamp D at 25% dimming and
below. When flicker was present (i.e., 50% dimming and above), the Lamp D devices operated below the
flicker and TLA detectability threshold levels.
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Power Factor
The power factor of the dim-to-warm lamps decreased with dimming levels in all four lamps, with a
strong decline during deep dimming (10–25%), for the models tested in this study. The power factor
values are reported in Figure 18 and Figure 19 for the overall system, which is a combination of the
dimmer and the lamp itself. A lower power factor of the dimmer will also impact the overall power
factor for the lighting system. The dimmer selected in this study is marketed for dimmable LED lamp
products and is representative of what a consumer may purchase. It is a phase-cut dimmer and the
dimming signal it produces upon dimming varies with the load. Further details are provided in
Appendix A.
Since the flicker frequency of these devices is set by the line frequency of the ac mains, deviations in
power factor from a value of 1.0 contribute to increased distortion of the illuminance waveforms from a
pure sinusoidal shape (seen in Figure 18 and Figure 19). The power factor of a load determines how
effectively the input power of the circuit is converted into usable power by that load. The power factor
is expressed as the ratio of the real power to the load relative to the apparent power in the circuit (a
number between 0 and 1). A load with a lower power factor draws more current into the circuit than is
utilized by the load and the excess power is reflected back to the ac mains creating harmonic distortions,
whereas a load with a power factor of 1.0 consumes the power that is drawn from the ac mains and
there is no power reflected back to the mains. While a low power factor reduces the efficiency of the
electrical grid, the dim-to-warm lamps examined in this study produced low power factors at low input
powers; therefore, the scale of the impact on grid efficiency is less than if low power factors were
produced at high input power. Nevertheless, the goal is still to provide a high power factor for the lamp
and dimmer to minimize impact to the electrical grid efficiency.

New Dim-to-Warm Form Factors
Dim-to-warm lamps and luminaires are commonly achieved by designing circuit boards with two
different LED primaries to adjust the dimming to create the lower CCT. Chip on board (COB) LED
manufacturers have created an integrated LED solution for dim-to-warm applications by producing
chromaticity tuning in a single LED light source. The COB has numerous LED die mounted on a printed
circuit board (PCB) and is covered with a phosphor-containing encapsulant. For the dim-to-warm COBs,
two different phosphor mixtures are patterned in the encapsulant to create the high and low CCT strings
for control. An example of a dim-to-warm COB LED is shown in Figure 20, with a darker orange phosphor
strip down the center to provide the low CCT primary and the remaining yellow color phosphorencapsulant providing the high CCT primary. Another integrated LED solution for dim-to-warm
performance involves mounting chip-scale package (CSP) LEDs onto a PCB. The PCB had CSPs with
different phosphor formulations to create the high and low CCT primaries, as seen in Figure 21. This CSP
array consisted of four CSP LEDs with a higher CCT of 3000 K and two CSPs with an 1800 K CCT.
Testing was performed on the dim-to-warm COB LED and CSP array to measure the photometric
properties of the device under different dimming levels, with the results summarized in Figure 20 and
Figure 21, respectively. Since these are LED modules without an integrated driver, they were powered
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with DC current from an external power supply. However, there are built-in resistors on the COB module
and CSP array that determine current levels and applied voltages for different sections of the array.
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Figure 20. Images of Module E (COB LED) that show which LED die emit light at different drive
currents. The COB flux, efficacy, chromaticity point, and color quality values are listed in the table at
two input DC current levels. The SPD for different input currents is shown in the lower right graph.
Two different current levels were selected to illustrate the effects similar to the LED lamps described
earlier – full power and low power (deep dimming). For the COB LED at the maximum operating current
of 350 mA, three strings of LED die were illuminated. As the current was reduced to 100 mA, one string
of LEDs turned off and the remaining two strings were illuminated. As the current approached the
minimum operating range of 14 mA, only the center warm white LED primary was illuminated. The CCT
shifted from 3020 K at 350 mA drive current to 2500 K at 100 mA to 1823 K at 30 mA drive current for
this COB, as shown in the CIE diagram in Figure 22. The spectral power distribution in Figure 20 showed
multiple peaks associated with the three LED strings when operated at maximum current compared to
the single phosphor emission peak at 30 mA. At full power, there was a peak centered around 640 nm
for the warmest CCT string, in addition to smaller peaks at approximately 550 nm and 510 nm from the
other two LED channels. The peak at 455 nm showed the blue LED pump. The LED primary that operated
only at the highest power was likely the source of 510 nm peak, which dropped off during dimming,
leaving only the two remaining primaries with the 550 nm and 640 nm peaks.
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For the CSP LED array at the maximum operating current of 300 mA, all three strings of LED die with two
LED primaries were illuminated. Note, in this configuration, four of the six CSP LEDs on the PCB have a
CCT of 3000 K and two LEDs have a CCT of 1800 K. Three of the four 3000 K CCT LEDs operated on a
different string than the remaining 3000 K CCT LED. The two 1800 K CCT LEDs operated on the third
string. As the current was reduced to 100 mA, one of the four high CCT CSPs turned off. As the current
dropped below 65 mA, only the two low CCT CSPs were illuminated. The CCT shifted from 3000 K at 300
mA drive current to 1800 K at 60 mA, as seen in the CIE diagram in Figure 22. The spectral power
distribution in Figure 21 showed multiple peaks associated with the two LED primaries when operated at
maximum current compared to the single phosphor emission peak at 30 mA. At full power, the broad
peak centered at around 610 nm due to the convolution of the phosphor peaks of the two primaries, in
addition to a smaller peak at approximately 520 nm from the higher CCT LED primary; the peak at 460
nm showed the blue LED pump. At lower drive current, the high CCT primary turned off and the broad
spectral peak shifted to 635 nm, representing the phosphor mixture for the low CCT primary CSP LEDs.
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Figure 21. Images of Module F (CSP LED array) that show which LED die emit light at different drive
currents. The CSP array flux, efficacy, chromaticity point, and color quality values are listed in the
table at two input DC current levels. The SPD for different input currents is shown in the lower right
graph.
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Figure 22. The chromaticity shift (u’ and v’) of the dim-to-warm Module E (COB LED) and Module F
(CSP LED array) is plotted in the 1976 CIE diagram. The behavior follows a linear tuning range that
approximates the shape of the black body curve as the LED array is dimmed, though it falls below the
black body at the full power and moderate power operation.
The availability of integrated dim-to-warm LED arrays or modules can simplify the system design in some
LED lighting lamps and luminaires by providing all the LED primaries in one circuit board ready for
assembly into the lighting product. While the assembly of the lighting mechanical system is easier with
an integrated dim-to-warm lamp, an appropriate driver design is still required to ensure proper
operating upon dimming. Also, electrical system characteristics such as flicker and power factor must be
verified in the system design.

Summary
Dim-to-warm products are one class of CCT tunability available in LED light products today. This class of
products was created to provide the aesthetics of dimming available with traditional incandescent
lighting, while providing the high efficacy and reliability available with LED light sources. An assessment
of four commercially available dim-to-warm LED lamps was completed to understand the performance
characteristics of these products across the dimming range. A testing methodology was presented as a
starting point for characterizing white tunable LED lighting products that function under a variety of
operating conditions. An initial set of test parameters was implemented to measure the photometric
and electrical characteristics at full power, moderate dimming, and deep dimming.
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Dim-to-warm product performance varies with different driver architectures used by the many lamp
manufacturers. Generally, dim-to-warm lamps were found to have two separate LED primaries with
different phosphor mixes to create the color tuning range upon dimming. There are differences in how
the LED arrays function to produce dim-to-warm light, including the algorithms on when to engage the
different primaries in illumination during the dimming cycle. The photometric and electrical
characteristics of the lamps behave differently upon dimming, with LED primaries activating or
deactivating at the changing dimming level.
The results in this study show that testing only at full power (100%) does not provide full performance
information. Efficacy, flicker, and power factor all change at different dimming levels, and these
parameters can fall out of range of some performance standards or specifications upon dimming. At
least three levels should be tested to ensure that all circuits and LED primaries are encompassed – e.g.,
one level when only LED primary #1 is on, one level where only LED primary #2 is on (if possible), one
level where both LED primaries are on. Photometric measurements (including efficacy and TLA
thresholds) and electrical measurements should be performed at each of these test levels to understand
the complete performance variation with dimming. The CCT change upon dimming of dim-to-warm
lamps generally followed the black body locus, but did not match tightly, since often a linear color
tuning approach was used upon dimming in this flatter region of the black body curve. Flicker or other
TLA was induced or increased for all products tested during the dimming cycle, some worse than others.
Electrical efficiency and power factor also tended to decrease with dimming.
New LED module architectures were also evaluated and showed dim-to-warm behavior for LED
primaries integrated into one light source. The COB module employed three LEDs primaries to achieve
the dim-to-warm behavior with different phosphor mixes integrated into one monolithic encapsulant
over the LEDs, whereas the CSP LED array used the two LED primary approach to achieve dim-to-warm
performance. The availability of an integrated dim-to-warm class of LED arrays can simplify the product
design in certain lighting products and form factors.

Path forward
Further work is needed to better understand the long-term performance of different dim-to-warm
device architectures and how they impact performance metrics such as luminous flux, chromaticity,
energy efficiency, and TLA. Since each manufacturer has a different approach to algorithms that achieve
dim-to-warm behavior, it is highly unlikely that a single measurement will provide adequate information
on the short-term and long-term behavior of this class of products. These differences impact not only
which LED primaries are active at a given dimming level, but also the starting chromaticities of each LED
primary. The differences between dim-to-warm architectures create significant challenges in
understanding their long-term performance from the standpoint of both parametric reliability (e.g.,
luminous flux, chromaticity maintenance, TLA levels) and abrupt lights-out failure. Accelerated testing is
recognized as the best approach to deconvolute the long-term behavior of SSL devices.1 Therefore, to
better understand the long-term performance of these dim-to-warm products, stress testing will be
conducted on these products using both higher ambient temperature and higher relative humidity to
gauge their reliability.
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In addition, the compatibility of the different driver architectures used in dim-to-warm products with
different dimmers must be better understood, since the performance of the dimmer is integral to the
operation of this class of product. The interaction between the dim-to-warm lamp and the dimmer may
impact the level of TLAs, overall efficiency, and total harmonic distortion when connected to the ac
mains. The best way to understand this impact and its changes with device usage and degradation is a
systematic study of the combined lamp and dimmer systems.
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Appendix A
The dim-to-warm lamps were operated with a GE Z-Wave dimmer and a wireless Wink Hub 2 control
system. The dimming signal produced by the GE Z-Wave dimmer was monitored with a Fluke 124
Scopemeter interfaced with a data logging software program (FlukeView). It was found that the Z-Wave
dimmer is a phase-cut dimmer, and that the signal it produced at 10%, 25%, 50%, and 100% dimming
varied with load as shown in Figure A 1. In general, the two candelabra lamps behaved similarly at low
dimming levels (10–25%), while Lamps A and B behaved more like an incandescent lamp at low
dimming. Since an incandescent lamp behaves as a purely resistive load, deviations of the dimming
signal supplied to the dim-to-warm lamps from the incandescent dimming signal imply less resistive
character (i.e., more capacitive or inductive character) of the dim-to-warm lamp. Even at “no dimming”
(100%), the Z-Wave dimmer slightly distorted the ac mains signal supplied to the incandescent lamp
(distortion can be observed around 0 V), and greatly distorted the ac mains signal supplied to one of the
dim-to-warm lamps (Lamp B). The overall effects of these distortions are currently not well understood.

Figure A 1. Dimming signal supplied by the Z-Wave dimmer to the dim-to-warm lamps and an
incandescent lamp showed dependence on load.
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Appendix B
Table B.1 presents the list of equipment used for testing the dim-to-warm LED lamps and modules.
Several methods were used to measure each DUT. Each lamp was operated using a Wink wireless
control system with a Z-Wave dimmer. The DUTs were dimmed using a GE Z-Wave wireless smart lighting
control lamp module that is compatible with the Wink Hub. Full photometry was performed in a calibrated
65″ integrating sphere. Flicker measurements were obtained by placing a small integrating sphere over each
DUT lamp and recording flicker with a handheld spectral flicker meter operating under computer control. The
flicker meter was upgraded to provide the capability to measure SVM and Pst when operating under computer
control. All photometric measurements were obtained on as-received dim-to-warm LED lamps with no further
modifications. Power measurements performed include Z-Wave dimmer losses. The thermal properties of
each DUT were monitored with chromel-alumel thermocouples (attached to the DUT base) interfaced with a
data acquisition controller.
Table B 1. List of equipment used for the photometry, power, and thermal measurements performed
in this study of dim-to-warm lamps.
Instrument Type

Manufacturer

Model

Control System

Wink

Wink Hub 2 wireless control system

Dimmer

GE Z-Wave

Wireless smart lighting control lamp
module #12718

Integrating Sphere

LabSphere

65″

Flicker Meter

GigaHertz-Optik

BTS256-EF

Power Analyzer

Xitron

2802

Thermal Meter

Omega

OMB-DAQ56

Power Supply

Keithley

2400 SourceMeter
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